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a b s t r a c t
The chromatic polynomial of a simple graph G with n > 0 vertices is a polynomial
∑n
k=1
αk(G)x(x − 1) · · · (x − k + 1) of degree n, where αk(G) is the number of k-independent
partitions of G for all k. The adjoint polynomial of G is defined to be
∑n
k=1 αk(G)xk,
where G is the complement of G. We find explicit formulas for the adjoint polynomials
of the bridge–path and bridge–cycle graphs. Consequence, we find the zeros of the adjoint
polynomials of several families of graphs.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let G be a connected simple graph with vertex and edge sets V (G) and E(G), respectively. As usual, the degree of a vertex
of a graph is defined as the number of edges incident to the vertex. An independent set of a graph G is a subset of V (G) such
that no two vertices in the subset represent an edge of G. A partition {V1, V2, . . . , Vk} of the vertex set of G, where k is a
positive integer, is called a k-independent partition if each Vi is a nonempty independent set of G. We denote the number of
k-independent partitions of G by αk(G). Then the chromatic polynomial of G is given by
P(G, u) =
n−
k=1
αk(G)u(u− 1) · · · (u− k+ 1).
Let Nk(G) be the number of spanning subgraphs of G with exactly k components, each of which is complete. The adjoint
polynomial of G is defined to be the polynomial
h(G, u) =
n−
k=1
Nk(G)uk.
Evidently Nk(G) = αk(G), where G is the complement of G. For x, y ∈ V (G), let G · xy be the graph obtained from G by
identifying the vertices x and y and replacing multi-edges by single ones. For xy ∈ E(G), let
E ′(xy) = {xu ∈ E(G)|u ≠ y, yu ∉ E(G)} ∪ {yv ∈ E(G)|v ≠ x, xv ∉ E(G)}.
For any subset S of E(G), we define G − S to be the spanning subgraph of G with edge set E(G) − S. If xy ∈ E(G), define
G− xy = G− {xy}. For x ≠ y, define G ⋆ xy = (G− E ′(xy)) · xy.
Dong et al. [3, Theorem 2.1] (see also [7]) showed that for any graph G and for any edge xy in E(G),
h(G, u) = h(G− xy, u)+ h(G ⋆ xy, u). (1.1)
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Fig. 1. The bridge–path graph.
When xy is an edge of Gwhich is not contained in any triangle of G, then (1.1) can be written as
h(G, u) = h(G− xy, u)+ uh(G− {x, y}, u).
The adjoint polynomial (and the chromatic polynomial) are studied extensively, see [1,2,5,8,10]. So far, the chromatic
polynomials of very few graphsmay be computed and closed formulas of which are given. Chromaticity of the complements
of paths and cycles were studied in [4,6,3], the formulas for adjoint polynomial of the path graph Pn with n vertices and of
the cycle Cn graph with n vertices were given. Also, the zeros of these two adjoint polynomials are studied in [3].
In thenext sectionswe find explicit formulas for the adjoint polynomials of the bridge–path, bridge–cycle andbridge–tree
graphs, respectively. As consequence, we obtain all the results of [3] in the cases of path graph and cycle graph. As well as,
we find the zeros of the adjoint polynomials of several new families of graphs.
2. Bridge–path graph
Let {Gi}di=1 be a set of finite pairwise disjoint graphs with vi ∈ V (Gi). The bridge–path graph
BP(G1,G2, . . . ,Gd) = BP(G1,G2, . . . ,Gd; v1, v2, . . . , vd)
of {Gi}di=1 with respect to the vertices {vi}di=1 is the graph obtained from the graphs G1, . . . ,Gd by connecting the vertices vi
and vi+1 by an edge for all i = 1, 2, . . . , d− 1, see Fig. 1.
In order to compute the adjoint polynomial of the bridge–path graph BP(G1,G2, . . . ,Gd)weneed the following definition
and notation. Let A be any set of integer numbers, a sparse subset of A is a subset of A in which there are no two consecutive
elements. Let G be any graph and let v ∈ V (G) be any vertex of G. We denote the graph obtained from G by deleting the
vertex v by G \ v.
Theorem 2.1. The adjoint polynomial of the bridge–path graph BP(G1,G2, . . . ,Gd; v1, v2, . . . , vd) is given by−
S∈Sd
u|S|
∏
j∈S′
hj
∏
j∈S
h′jh
′
j−1 =
−
s≥0
 −
2≤i1≪i2≪···≪is≤d
∏
j∈[d]\{i1,i1−1,...,is,is−1}
hj
s∏
j=1
h′ijh
′
ij−1

us,
where Sd is the set of all sparse subsets of {2, 3, . . . , d} and S ′ = [d] \ {j− 1, j | j ∈ S}, hi = h(Gi, u), h′i = h(Gi \ vi, u), and we
say that i ≪ j if and only if i+ 1 < j.
Proof. We give two proofs.
Inductive proof. We denote the adjoint polynomial of the bridge–path graph G = BP(G1,G2, . . . ,Gd; v1, v2, . . . , vd) by Fd.
If we consider the edge vd−1vd in the graph G, then (1.1) gives
Fd = hdFd−1 + uh′dh′d−1Fd−2, (2.1)
for all d ≥ 3. By direct calculations we can state that F1 = h1 and F2 = h2h1 + uh′2h′1. Define h0 = 1. Now we prove by
induction that
Fd =
−
s≥0
 −
2≤i1≪i2≪···≪is≤d
∏
j∈[d]\{i1,i1−1,...,is,is−1}
hj
s∏
j=1
h′ijh
′
ij−1

us.
It is not hard to verify this for d = 0, 1, 2. Assume the claim holds for 0, 1, . . . , d and let us prove it for d + 1. By (2.1) and
induction hypothesis we obtain that
Fd = hdFd−1 + uh′dh′d−1Fd−2
= hd
−
s≥0
 −
2≤i1≪i2≪···≪is≤d−1
∏
j∈[d−1]\{i1,i1−1,...,is,is−1}
hj
s∏
j=1
h′ijh
′
ij−1

us
+ uh′dd′d−1
−
s≥0
 −
2≤i1≪i2≪···≪is≤d−2
∏
j∈[d−2]\{i1,i1−1,...,is,is−1}
hj
s∏
j=1
h′ijh
′
ij−1

us
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=
−
s≥0
 −
2≤i1≪i2≪···≪is≤d−1
∏
j∈[d]\{i1,i1−1,...,is,is−1}
hj
s∏
j=1
h′ijh
′
ij−1

us
+
−
s≥1
 −
2≤{i1≪i2≪···≪is=d}
∏
j∈[d]\{i1,i1−1,...,is,is−1}
hj
s∏
j=1
h′ijh
′
ij−1

us.
If we define the last sum as zero for s = 0, then we obtain that
Fd =
−
s≥0
 −
2≤i1≪i2≪···≪is≤d
∏
j∈[d]\{i1,i1−1,...,is,is−1}
hj
s∏
j=1
h′ijh
′
ij−1

us,
which completes the proof. 
Combinatorial proof. Let G = BP(G1,G2, . . . ,Gd; v1, v2, . . . , vd), sincewe are considering a partition S of G in which every
block is a complete graph, for a vertex vi there are only two possibilities: either it belongs to a block of size 2 consisting in
an edge vivi+1 or vi−1vi, or it belongs to a block of a partition of Gi in which every block is a complete graph. Let S be set of
all indices j corresponding to the endpoints of the edges vj−1vj forming a block in the partition. For a given set S of this kind,
the contribution to the adjoint polynomial h(G, u) is
u|S|
∏
j∈S′
hj
∏
j∈S
h′jh
′
j−1,
where S ′ = [d] \ {j, j− 1 | j ∈ S}. By the definitions, a set S is any sparse subset of {2, 3, . . . , d}. Hence, by summing over all
possibilities of S, we obtain−
S∈Sd
u|S|
∏
j∈S′
hj
∏
j∈S
h′jh
′
j−1,
as required. 
Let G be any finite graph and v ∈ V (G). Define BPd(G, v) to be the bridge–path graph BP(G, . . . ,G  
d
; v, . . . , v  
d
). The above
theorem for BPd(G, v) gives
h(BPd(G, v), u) =
−
s≥0
−
2≤i1≪i2≪···≪is≤d
hd−2s(G, u)h2s(G \ v, u)us.
On the other hand,
d− s
s

=
−
2≤i1≪i2≪···≪is≤d
1,
which it is true since the number of vectors (i1, i2, . . . , is) such that 2 ≤ i1 ≪ i2 ≪ · · · ≪ is ≤ d equals the number of
vectors (j1, j2, . . . , js) such that 1 ≤ j1 < j2 < · · · < js ≤ d− s (define jm = im −m), which it is given by

d−s
s

. Hence,
h(BPd(G, v), u) =
−
s≥0

d− s
s

hd−2s(G, u)h2s(G \ v, u)us,
where
 a
b

is defined to be zero for a < b. Now, by using the fact that the n-th Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind
Un(x) (see [9]) is given by
Un(x) =
−
k≥0

n− k
k

(−1)k(2x)n−2k, (2.2)
we obtain an explicit formula for the adjoint polynomial of the bridge–path graph BPd(G, v) as follows.
Theorem 2.2. Let G be any finite graph and v ∈ V (G). Then for all d ≥ 0,
h(BPd(G, v), u) = (i
√
u)dhd(G \ v, u)Ud

h(G, u)
2i
√
uh(G \ v, u)

,
where i2 = −1 and Ud(t) is the d-th Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind.
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Example 2.3. Let G be a graph with one vertex v. By definitions we have h(G, u) = u and h(G \ v, u) = 1. Thus Theorem 2.2
gives
h(BPd(G, v), u) = (i
√
u)dUd
√
u
2i

=
−
s≥0

d− s
s

ud−s,
as showed in [3].
Example 2.4. More generally, assume that G = Pm be a path graph on m vertices v1, v2, . . . , vm such that the degree of v1
is 1. By Example 2.3 we have h(G, u) = (i√u)mUm
√
u
2i

and h(G \ v, u) = (i√u)m−1Um−1
√
u
2i

. Thus Theorem 2.2 gives
h(BPd(G, v1), u) = (i
√
u)dmUdm−1
√
u
2i

Ud
 Um
√
u
2i

2Um−1
√
u
2i

 .
Now we study the zeros of the adjoint polynomial of the graph BPd(G, v).
Theorem 2.5. Let G be a graph with a vertex v. For all d ≥ 0,
h(BPd(G, v), u) =
⌊d/2⌋∏
j=1

h2(G, u)+ 2uh(G \ v, u)+ 2uh(G \ v, u) cos 2jπ
d+ 1

.
Proof. Theorem 2.2 and the fact that the d-th Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind is given by Ud(x) = 2n∏dj=1
x− cos jπd+1

gives
h(BPd(G, v), u) =
d∏
j=1

h(G, u)− 2i√uh(G \ v, u) cos jπ
d+ 1

,
which is equivalent to
h(BPd(G, v), u) =
⌊d/2⌋∏
j=1

h2(G, u)+ 4uh(G \ v, u) cos2 jπ
d+ 1

.
Using the identity 2 cos2(t) = 1+ cos 2t , we get the desired result. 
Example 2.6. Let G be a graph with one vertex v. By definition we have h(G, u) = u and h(G \ v, u) = 1. Thus Theorem 2.5
gives
h(BPd(G, v), u) =
⌊d/2⌋∏
j=1

u2 + 2u+ 2u cos 2jπ
d+ 1

,
which shows that the zeros of the adjoint polynomial h(Pn, u) are
0, 0, . . . , 0  
⌊d/2⌋
,−2− 2 cos 2jπ
d+ 1 , j = 0, 1, . . . , ⌊d/2⌋,
as showed in [3].
Now, let G1 be a cycle on three vertices v1, v′1, v
′′
1 and let Gi, i = 2, 3, . . . , d, be a graph with one vertex vi. Let
Dd = BP(G1, . . . ,Gd; v1, . . . , vd). By applying (1.1) with respect to the edge v1v′1 of the cycle and Example 2.3, we have
h(Dd, u) = h(BPd+2(G, v), u)+ h(BPd+1(G, v), u)
= 1
u
h(BPd+3(G, v), u)
= u(i√u)d−1Ud+3
√
u
2i

.
Hence the zeros of the adjoint polynomial of the graph Dd, see Fig. 2, are given by
0, 0, . . . , 0  
⌊d/2⌋+1
,−2− 2 cos 2jπ
d+ 4 , j = 1, 2, . . . , ⌊(d+ 3)/2⌋.
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Fig. 2. The graph Dn .
Fig. 3. The graph En .
Fig. 4. The bridge–cycle graph.
Now, let G1 be a cycle on three vertices v1, v′1, v
′′
1 , let Gi, i = 2, 3, . . . , d− 1, be a graph with one vertex vi, and let Gd be
a cycle on three vertices vd, v′d, v
′′
d . Let Ed = BP(G1, . . . ,Gd; v1, . . . , vd). By applying (1.1) with respect to the edge v1v′1 of
the cycle, we have that
h(Ed, u) = h(Dd+2, u)+ h(Dd+1, u) = −u(i
√
u)d
√
u
i
Ud+5
√
u
2i

− Ud+4
√
u
2i

= (i√u)d+2Ud+6
√
u
2i

.
Hence the zeros of the adjoint polynomial of the graph Ed, see Fig. 3, are given by
0, 0, . . . , 0  
⌊(d+3)/2⌋
,−2− 2 cos 2jπ
d+ 7 , j = 1, 2, . . . , ⌊(d+ 5)/2⌋.
Example 2.7. Let G be a graph with two vertex v and w and edge vw. By definitions we have h(G, u) = u + u2 and
h(G \ v, u) = u. Thus Theorem 2.5 gives
h(BPd(G, v), u) =
⌊d/2⌋∏
j=1

u4 + 2u3 + 3u2 + 2u2 cos 2jπ
d+ 1

,
which shows that the zeros of the adjoint polynomial h(Pn, u) are
0, 0, . . . , 0  
2⌊d/2⌋
,−1± i

2+ 2 cos 2jπ
d+ 1 , j = 0, 1, . . . , ⌊d/2⌋.
3. Bridge–cycle graph
Let {Gi}di=1 be a set of finite pairwise disjoint graphs with vi ∈ V (Gi). The bridge–cycle graph
BC(G1,G2, . . . ,Gd) = BC(G1,G2, . . . ,Gd; v1, v2, . . . , vd)
of {Gi}di=1 with respect to the vertices {vi}di=1 is the graph obtained from the graphs G1, . . . ,Gd by connecting the vertices vi
and vi+1 by an edge for all i = 1, 2, . . . , d− 1 and connecting the vertices v1 and vd by an edge, see Fig. 4.
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Theorem 3.1. The adjoint polynomial of the bridge–path graph BC(G1,G2, . . . ,Gd; v1, v2, . . . , vd) is given by F(G1, . . . ,Gd)+
uh′1h
′
dF(G2, . . . ,Gd−1), where
F(G1, . . . ,Gd) =
−
s≥0
 −
2≤i1≪i2≪···≪is≤d
∏
j∈[d]\{i1,i1−1,...,is,is−1}
hj
s∏
j=1
h′ijh
′
ij−1

us,
hi = h(Gi, u), h′i = h(Gi \ vi, u), and we say that i ≪ j if and only if i+ 1 < j.
Proof. We denote the adjoint polynomial of the bridge–path graph G = BC(G1, . . . ,Gd; v1, . . . , vd) by Bd. If we consider
the edge v1vd in the graph G, then (1.1) gives
Bd = Fd + uh′1h′dF ′d−2, (3.1)
for all d ≥ 2, where Fd is the adjoint polynomial of the bridge–path graph BC(G1, . . . ,Gd; v1, . . . , vd) and F ′d−2 is the adjoint
polynomial of the bridge–path graph BC(G2, . . . ,Gd−1; v1, . . . , vd−1). The proof can be completed by using Theorem2.1. 
Let G be any finite graph and v ∈ V (G). Define BCd(G, v) to be the bridge–cycle graph BC(G, . . . ,G  
d
; v, . . . , v  
d
). The above
theorem for BCd(G, v) gives h(BCd(G, v), u) = Fd + uh2(G \ v, u)Fd−2, where Fd is given by Theorem 2.2. Hence
h(BCd(G, v), u) =
−
s≥0

d− s
s

hd−2s(G, u)h2s(G \ v, u)+
−
s≥0

d− 2− s
s

hd−2−2s(G, u)h2s+2(G \ v, u)us+1
=
−
s≥0

d− s
s

hd−2s(G, u)h2s(G \ v, u)us +
−
s≥1

d− 1− s
s− 1

hd−2s(G, u)h2s(G \ v, u)us
=
−
s≥0
[
d− s
s

+

d− 1− s
s− 1
]
hd−2s(G, u)h2s(G \ v, u)us
=
−
s≥0
d
d− s

d− s
s

hd−2s(G, u)h2s(G \ v, u)us,
where
 a
b

is assumed to be 0 whenever a, b < 0 or a < b. Thus, we can state the following result.
Corollary 3.2. Let G be any finite graph and v ∈ V (G). Then for all d ≥ 0,
h(BCd(G, v), u) =
−
s≥0
d
d− s

d− s
s

hd−2s(G, u)h2s(G \ v, u)us.
The adjoint polynomial of the bridge–cycle graph can be expressed in terms of Chebyshev polynomials of the second
kind as follows. From (4.1) and Theorem 2.5 we obtain that
Corollary 3.3. Let G be any finite graph and v ∈ V (G). Then for all d ≥ 0,
h(BCd(G, v), u) = (i
√
u)dhd(G \ v, u)
[
Ud

h(G, u)
2i
√
uh(G \ v, u)

− Ud−2

h(G, u)
2i
√
uh(G \ v, u)
]
,
where i2 = −1 and Ud(t) is the d-th Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind.
In order to find the zeros of the adjoint polynomial of the bridge–cycle graph, we need the trigonometric representation
of the Chebyshev polynomials, namely Ud(x) = sin((d+1)θ)sin θ with x = cos θ . Let x = cos θ , then
Ud(x)− Ud−2(x) = sin((d+ 1)θ)sin θ −
sin((d− 1)θ)
sin θ
= sin((d+ 1)θ)− sin((d− 1)θ)
sin θ
= 2 cos(dθ) = 2Td(cos θ),
where Td(t) is the d-th Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind (see [9]). This implies the following result.
Theorem 3.4. Let G be any finite graph and v ∈ V (G). Then for all d ≥ 0,
h(BCd(G, v), u) = 2(i
√
u)dhd(G \ v, u)Td

h(G, u)
2i
√
uh(G \ v, u)

,
where i2 = −1 and Td(t) is the d-th Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind.
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Fig. 5. The bridge–tree graph.
Example 3.5. Let G be a graph with one vertex v. By Theorem 3.4 we have that
h(BCd(G, v), u) = 2(i
√
u)dTd
√
u
2i

.
Thus h(BCd(G, v), u) = 0 if and only if u = 0 (with multiplicity ⌈d/2⌉) or u = −4 cos2 (2k−1)π2d for some k = 1, . . . , ⌊d/2⌋.
Hence, the zeros of the polynomial h(BCd(G, v), u) are
0, 0, . . . , 0  
⌈d/2⌉
,−2− 2 cos (2k− 1)π
d
, k = 1, . . . , ⌊d/2⌋,
as have been shown in [3].
Example 3.6. Let G be a graph with two vertices v andw and one edge vw. By Theorem 3.4 we have that
h(BCd(G, v), u) = 2(i
√
u)dudTd

1+ u
2i
√
u

.
Thus h(BCd(G, v), u) = 0 if and only if u = 0 (with multiplicity d + ⌈d/2⌉) or 1 + u = 2i√u cos (2k−1)π2d for some
k = 1, . . . , ⌊d/2⌋. Hence, the zeros of the polynomial h(BCd(G, v), u) are
0, 0, . . . , 0  
d+⌈d/2⌉
,−1±

15+ 8 cos (2k− 1)π
d
+ cos2 (2k− 1)π
d
, k = 1, . . . , ⌊d/2⌋.
4. Further results
Let {Gi}di=1 be a set of finite pairwise disjoint graphs with vi ∈ V (Gi) and let v0 ∉ ∪di=1 V (Gi). The bridge–tree graph
T (G1,G2, . . . ,Gd) = T (G1,G2, . . . ,Gd; v0, v1, v2, . . . , vd)
of {Gi}di=1 with respect to the vertices {vi}di=1 is the graph obtained from the graphs G1, . . . ,Gd by connecting any vertex vi
with the vertex v0, see Fig. 5.
Theorem 4.1. The adjoint polynomial of the tree graph T (G1,G2, . . . ,Gd; v0, v1, v2, . . . , vd) is given by
u
d∏
j=1
h(Gj, u)

1+
d−
j=1
h(Gj \ vj, u)
h(Gj, u)

.
Proof. We give two proofs.
Inductive proof. We denote the adjoint polynomial of the bridge–tree graph G = T (G1, . . . ,Gd; v0, v1, . . . , vd) by Td. If we
consider the edge v0vd in the graph G, then (1.1) gives
Td = h(Gd, u)Td−1 + uh(Gd \ vd, u)h(Gd−1, u) · · · h(G1, u), (4.1)
for all d ≥ 1, where T0 is defined as u. By simple induction on dwe complete the proof. 
Combinatorial proof. Let us write an equation for Td. Since we are considering a partition of G in which every block is a
complete graph, for a vertex v0 there are only two possibilities: either it forms a single block, or it belongs to a block formed
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of an edge v0vj. The contribution of the first case is given by u
∏d
j=1 h(Gj, u), and the contribution of the second case is given
by uh(Gj \ vj, u)∏dk=1,k≠j h(Gk, u). Hence,
Td = u
d∏
j=1
h(Gj, u)+ u
d−
j=1

h(Gj \ vj, u)
d∏
k=1,k≠j
h(Gk, u)

= u
d∏
j=1
h(Gj, u)

1+
d−
j=1
h(Gj \ vj, u)
h(Gj, u)

,
as required. 
Let G be any finite graph, v ∈ V (G) and v0 ∉ V (G). Define Td(G, v) to be the bridge–tree graph T (G, . . . ,G  
d
; v0, v, . . . , v  
d
).
The above theorem for Td(G, v) gives
h(Td(G, v), u) = uhd(G, u)

1+ dh(G \ v, u)
h(G, u)

.
For instance, if G has only one vertex v, then h(Td(G, v), u) = ud(u+ d). More generally, let G be the path graph Pm withm
vertices where we assume that the vertex v ∈ V (Pm) has degree 1. Then
h(Td(Pm, v), u) = uhd(Pm, u)

1+ dh(Pm−1, u)
h(Pm, u)

,
which, by Example 2.3, implies that
h(Td(Pm, v), u) = u(i
√
u)m(d−1)Ud−1m
√
u
2i
[
(i
√
u)mUm
√
u
2i

+ d(i√u)m−1Um−1
√
u
2i
]
.
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